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Introduction
In production aging programs, age reader accuracy can be thought of as how often the
“right” age is obtained, and precision as how often the “same” age is obtained (Campana 2001).
It is possible that, over time, an age reader may inadvertently change the criteria that are used for
determining ages, thereby introducing a bias into the age data. This bias can be measured with
accuracy tests, which consist of the age reader blindly examining known- or consensus-aged fish
from established reference collections. An age reader may also make periodic mistakes, which
introduces random errors into the data. The degree of this error can be measured with precision
tests, which consist of the age reader blindly re-aging fish which they have already aged. Both
accuracy and precision must be considered within a quality-control monitoring program.
Acceptable levels of aging accuracy and precision are influenced by factors such as
species, age structure, and age reader experience. Although percent agreement is strongly
affected by these differences, the staff of the Fishery Biology Program at the Northeast Fishery
Science Center (NEFSC) have long considered levels above 80% to be acceptable. The total
coefficient of variation (CV) is less affected by these differences and, thus, is a better measure of
aging error. In many aging labs around the world, total CVs of under 5% are considered
acceptable among species of moderate longevity and aging complexity (Campana 2001), such as
the species considered here.
At the NEFSC Fishery Biology Program, the approach to age-data quality control and
assurance has historically been a two-reader system. In this approach, there are both a primary
and a secondary age reader for each species. The primary age reader conducts all production
aging, in which a large number of samples are aged over a short period of time using established
methods (Penttila and Dery 1988). The secondary age reader then ages a portion of those same
samples using similar methods. The ages determined by the two readers are compared, and if
they agree sufficiently (above 80% agreement), the production ages are considered valid. If not,
the sources of disagreement must first be resolved. This interreader approach is still used in the
course of training new readers in order to ensure consistency in application of aging criteria and
in inter-laboratory sample exchanges. Budgetary and staffing constraints have made this
approach less feasible, however, by reducing the number of species for which there are two
competent age readers at this laboratory.
In response, the NEFSC Fishery Biology Program has updated our approach to quality
control and assurance. Intrareader tests of aging accuracy and precision, as described above,
allow us to quantify the amount of inherent aging error and bias in the ages determined by each
of our staff members. These values provide a measure of the reliability of the production age
data used in stock assessments, and they may be directly incorporated into population models as
a source of variability.
For the 42nd Northeast Regional Stock Assessment Review Committee (SARC 42)
meeting (NEFSC 2006), exercises were undertaken to estimate the precision of production aging
by the Fishery Biology Program for silver hake (Merluccius bilinearis) and Atlantic mackerel
(Scomber scombrus). This report lists the results of those exercises. No accuracy tests were
conducted, as the NEFSC aging laboratory does not yet have reference collections for these
species.
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Methods
For precision tests on both species, subsamples were randomly selected from the
production sample and re-aged by the same age reader. When re-aging fish, the age reader had
knowledge of the same data as during production aging (i.e. fish length, date captured, and area
captured) but no knowledge of previous age estimates. During age-testing exercises, no attempts
were made to improve results with repeated readings. There was also no attempt to revise the
production ages in cases where differences occurred.
Results are presented in terms of percentage agreement, total coefficient of variation
(CV), age-bias plots, and age-frequency tables (Campana et al. 1995; Campana 2001). Also,
Bowker’s test of symmetry (Bowker 1948; Hoenig et al. 1995) was used in cases where the
percent agreement was less than 90%. This statistic tests whether there was a systematic
difference between the two readings.
For mackerel, random subsamples were drawn from the 2002 NEFSC spring bottom
trawl survey, and NEFSC commercial port samples from the second quarter of 2005 and the
fourth quarter of 2002. For the silver hake exercises, a subsample was selected from the 2004
NEFSC spring bottom trawl survey.
The SARC 42 scheduling of both mackerel and silver hake, which are normally aged by
the same primary age reader, required that the secondary age reader perform production aging
for silver hake. Therefore, an interreader comparison was undertaken for this species to compare
the production ages from the secondary reader against test ages by the primary reader, using
2004 NEFSC spring bottom trawl survey samples.

Results and Discussion
The total sample sizes associated with the precision exercises were N = 100 for mackerel
and N = 99 for silver hake. Results are summarized in Table 1.
For mackerel (Figure 1), a high level of precision was attained, with 95% agreement and
a total CV of 0.7%. No bias was apparent. This indicated an adequate level of consistency in
age determinations for this species.
For silver hake (Figure 2), an agreement level of 92% was attained, with a low total CV
(1.8%). No bias was apparent. This indicated an adequate level of precision by this age reader.
The comparison between the two silver hake age readers (Figure 3, N = 99) resulted in
lower consistency, with 77% agreement and a 5.2% CV. A Bowker’s test of symmetry revealed
a significant bias (χ2 = 19.0, P < 0.005, 5 df), primarily due to disagreements at ages 3 and 4.
There was no trend in bias, but ages determined by the two age readers differed significantly at
age 4.
Recent age determinations appear to have been reliably precise for the species in SARC
42 assessments. Despite this high level of precision, ages generated for silver hake collected on
the NEFSC surveys between autumn 2002 and spring 2005 (inclusive) may differ from ages
determined for samples from previous years. This type of uncertainty can be reduced or
eliminated once the Fishery Biology Program has assembled reference sample collections for all
species which we age regularly. These collections will then be available to train new age
readers, to refresh current age readers’ skills, and to measure the accuracy of each reader’s ages
on a regular basis.
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Table 1. Results of all precision exercises. Figure numbers indicate the corresponding figures in this
report. Test type indicates which tests were for precision (P) and which were for interreader
comparison (C). Note that the two silver hake exercises used the same set of fish.

Figure

Test Type

Source

N

Total CV (%)

Agreement (%)

100

0.68

95.0

99
99

1.83
5.21

91.9
76.8

Atlantic Mackerel (Scomber scombrus)
1

P

Combined 2002 & 2005 Samples

Silver Hake (Merluccius bilinearis)
2
3

P
C

2004 NEFSC Spring Survey
2004 NEFSC Spring Survey
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Figure 1. Results of Atlantic mackerel age-reader precision exercise against a combination of
samples from the 2002 NEFSC spring bottom trawl survey (spring 2002) and the NEFSC
commercial port samples (2002 4th quarter and 2005 2nd quarter). (A) Age-bias plot,
showing the average age attained during the exercise for fish of each age as determined during
production aging. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. (B) Age-frequency table,
showing the ages attained during the test exercise across the top and the production ages on the
left. Numbers in the shaded boxes indicate agreement between the two ages. Numbers above
this diagonal indicate fish which were over-aged during the exercise; those below the shaded
boxes were under-aged during the exercise. Total age frequencies are given by age for both the
test and production ages.
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Figure 2. Results of silver hake age-reader precision exercise against randomly selected samples
from the 2004 NEFSC spring bottom trawl survey. (A) Age-bias plot, showing the average
age attained during the exercise for fish of each age as determined during production aging.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. (B) Age-frequency table, showing the ages
attained during the test exercise across the top and the production ages on the left. Numbers in
the shaded boxes indicate agreement between the two ages. Numbers above this diagonal
indicate fish which were over-aged during the exercise; those below the shaded boxes were
under-aged during the exercise. Total age frequencies are given by age for both the test and
production ages.
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Figure 3. Results of silver hake age-reader comparison exercise using randomly selected samples
from the 2004 NEFSC spring bottom trawl survey. (A) Age-bias plot, showing the average
age attained during the exercise by the primary age reader against production ages estimated by
the secondary age reader for these samples. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. (B)
Age-frequency table: Numbers across the top are the ages estimated by the primary age reader
during the exercise, and numbers on the left are production ages estimated by the secondary
reader. Numbers in the shaded boxes indicate agreement between the two age readers.
Numbers above this diagonal indicate fish which were given a higher age by the primary age
reader; those below the shaded boxes were given a lower age. Total age frequencies are given
by age for both readers.
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